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DE1'EN'l'E OF THE EIGH'flES

by Dbmne Pine
When the arts & entertainment section

Sirnplifed - the Home Audio Recording

first pondered the merits of an article on

Act calls for 1) a 1• per minute tax on high

the proposed Home Audio Recording Act,
the flood of information which reached
this office looked like so many piles of
damaged tape - after your tape deck has
eaten the taped version of your favorite
album. Pro & Con forces sent so many
charts, diagrams and editorials you needed a statisics degree to make sense ofit all.
As a former DJ, I was very interested in
this proposed bill. In my time I had taped
a few albums, out ofnecessity, because the
bands wl_lich interested me usually released albums on smaJJ independent labels
with a small distribution area. Many of
these albums existed only as single copies
in college radio stations libraries. Taping
albums also crept into my job during all
those midnight album-sides when you
could almost hear the tape decks clicking
on all ove• town.
More than radio stations and rarealbum collectors are affected by the Audio
Recording Act. There are stores which
rent albums for ahh (well ya know). There
is also the avid record buyer who preserves
his albums by taping immediately upon
first listening (this has been found to be
the most common type of taper). There is
also, of course, all those bootleg operations which flood the market with "Live"
performances available on cassette only
format.

quality audio tape; 2) a 5% tax on tape
recorders and 3) a 25% tax on dual tape
decks. These prices would be built into the
wholesale price and God knows what the
increase to consumers will be. The taxes
collected would be submitted to the
Copyright Royality Tribunal (CRT).
That, however is where the bill leaves
us. No provision have been made for determining who gets the money - the record
companies or the artist. No provisions
have been made for determining who gets
how much money either. The bill drafters
call for the CRT to come up with a
cohesive plan and regulations for distribution. The bill also calls for the CRT to
come up with a list ofexemption (although
how you get the money back is also a
mystery - could you imagine getting
rebates from the CRT, or how long that
might take?).
There are several more unanswered
problems - what about people who really
don't use the tapes for illegal purposes
-e.g. a small band which records on and
distributes copus of cassette only LP's.
The tax stands on questionable legal
grounds in the first place- namelythatthe
law is based on a presumption that the
tapes are used for illegal taping purposes.
It is also interesting to note the bill's

Continued on page 2
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the Beacon Theatre

by llya Frenkel
With all the talk of possibility of
detente in the U.S. - Soviet relations,
cultural exchanges and trade take a
decidedly backward position of
significance behind the critical issues of
nuclear and conventional disarmament.
Yet ironically it is music and performing arts that have so far played a major
role in the dialogue between the two
superpowers. Especially comforting is
the fact that this time the commodity
officially imported for the Soviet
domestic consumption is perhaps the
most sucessful and enduring American
product of the last 30 years
-rock'n'roll. After the long and intense
campaign against rock music, the
Soviets seem to have changed their attitude toward it for a number of
pragmatic reasons and reportedly gave
their blessing to native enthusiasts of
this contemporary genre. To be sure,
Russian rock music has that unmistakabll" flavor of Soviet rhetoric and
propaganda, and the Soviet authorities
are far behind the Chinese in welcoming
Western influences. But after the
Geneva conference it is mass communications and entertainment that
hold the most promise in achieving certain understanding between the two
adversary systems, and some progress
there can already be noted.
The first sign of Moscow's eagerness
to compete in modern music as well as
technology and science was to introduce
its own rock musicians to the West by
participation in the Live-Aid concert by
satellite from Moscow alongside the
Rock establishment from the U.S.,
Great Britain and Australia. The broadcast was show to the worldwide audience with the exception of the
U.S.S.R. where only a handful of Russians were able to see it, but he fact that
the Kremlin cooperated with the LiveAid organizer, Bob Geldoff, goes to
show that rock music received at least
implied recognition behind the impenetrable Iron Curtain.
On the homefront, there has always
been an underground rock industry in
Russia, complete with artists, producers, D.J .s and millions of fans, but
now the move by the administration
partially legalizing rock has brought
this formerly outlawed music from the
fringes of the Soviet society into the
concert halls and even radio and television. By inviting the idols and their
followers into the mainstream of entertainment, Soviet style, the strategists
atop the Soviet political hierarchy have
surely banked on distracting its citizens
from the Voice of America broadcasts,
invariably supplying them with a good
dose of rock'n'roll daily, along with
western rhetoric.

But the real reason behind this
phenomenon may very well be that with
the advent of easily-accessible audio,
video and computer technology, the
Kremlin fears losing control of its closed
and isolated society and is in a hurry to
satisfy the cultural hunger of its
citizenry, preferable with tested and
censored domestic production whenever
possible.
Soviet communist neighbors, especially Poland, Hungary and DOR, have
been much more openminded in both
cultivating the domestic rock scene's
considerable creativity and in inviting
foreign acts to tour and play local
venues. In comparison, Russia has a
long way to go before it will be able to
challenge Americ.ans at their own game.
Yet the trends we are witnessing today
are quite encouraging for the static
totalitarian regime in Russia inherited
from the times of Peter the Great. Fear
of !he foreign influence and contempt
for the Western cultural tradition do
persist, however another typically
American musical genre - jazz - has
established itself rather well on the
Soviet stage a Jong with musical comedy.
True, the official adoption of things
American takes a remarkably long time,
unlike the unofficial of the Soviet youth,
but considering such recent innovations
in Soviet life such as discothecs, rock
operas and pizzerias, the tide has turned. The change, of course, is not coming
so much from the new leadership in
Moscow, as from the new generation of
the Soviets -less interested in the
Leninist/ Marxist ideology and more ench anted by the latest creations of
Hollywood. The cultural deprivation effected by the government has thus
created an incredjble need for the same
products the American dream factories
were exporting to dozens of other countries around the globe.
The American media has reacted with
interest to the latest victories of
rock 'n 'roll on the Eastern front by filling its prime-time evening news with a
barrage of reports on Soviet life, par-
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Continued from page 1
ticularly on the quality of entertainment
consumed by the average Soviet
household. Most notably, ABC's 20/20
has devoted an entire program to cover
the development of rock music in the
U.S.S.R. from its conception, through
the underground years on the black
market and to the official recognition
by the authorities. Experts agree that
the underlying motivation for such a
bold move by Moscow is perhaps a matter of prestige for the superpower. Inability to enjoy the same name and
reputation in the contemporary music
world it has earned in the classical music
also has something to do with it.
Russians exhibit musical tastes
somewhat akin to the European
markets-soft rock, middle of the road,

bination: the Nitty Gritty Dirt Band, Continued from page 1
supporters in congress • Senators Mathias,
Elton John and B.B. King.
In the end, it seems that both sides Hatch, D'Amato, Wilson, Cochran, Kencan benefit from the transaction should nedy, Cranston Sasser, Simon Leahy and
be it realized on a large scale: the U.S. most notably Gore. (ya know Parents
entertainment industry will reap the Music Resource Center (PMRC) hubby of
profits of a huge virgin market and the Tipper Gore) and this may explain why the
Soviet listener will finally get the real RIAA compromised as to record labeling.
Is there really a need for this bill?
thing, genuine American entertainment. And while it is a bit p,emature for Record companies argue that without this
the U.S. record companies interested in replacement for lost revenues, they wil1 not
devel op i ng new territories for be able to invest in new artists or in less
marketing and distribution of their pro- mainstream forms of music like jazz and
ducts to load shipments of Wasp folk. They also claim they will have to keep
records bound for the U.S.S.R., it may raising the price of albums, and finally
very well pay for them not to they claim the artists themselves will stop
underestimate the potential market of creating.
But have the supporters proved their
many millions of the Soviet youth point?
Although there was a sales slump in
craving for rock'n'roll and everything
the early 70's, some of the most proit represents.
sperous years of the industry have taken
place in the 80's. Record companies have
been raising LP prices for the last ten years
anyway citing higher costs, specifically
higher vinyl prices due to the rise in oil
prices in the late 1970's. And from their
arguments, the companies would have us
believe that artists create music solely for
money. While that may be true for some,
not all musicans will stop creating.
This is by no means a complete listing
of Pro's & Cons, time and space are
limiting. But a final question does remain
- can an industry create legislation to
recoup its claimed losses? That is the
Change
main reason fot this bill and its end result
in%
%
would have all tape buyers subsidizing
major corporations for alleg~d losses in
-7.1
67.7
4,366
revenue.
Before this bill goes to its final vote, I
hope America's elected officials think
about whether this bill will end the record
companies major problem• the bootleg
operations - for they are the enemies - not
Change
the record buying public for we are the
in%
%
ones who will be hurt.

the latest synth pop and dance music.
Soul, rhythm and blues and jazz rock
are very dear to the more sophisticated
connoiseurs of American music. Of
course, the influence of Presley, the
Beatles and the Rolling Stones are probably most evident in the work of Russian rockers, but this is hardly surprising since Russia is behind by 20 or 30
years in most endevors, save for
military strength. Hard rock and heavy
metal is especially popular with the
young adults and teenagers enjoy punk
and hardcore rock and paraphernalia.
The few rocord deals consummated
with the Soviets have been limited to the
Beatles, the Rolling Stones, Simon &
Garfunkel, and the Bee-Gees. The few
live Western acts invited to tour the
USSR include a rather strange com-
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HOFSTRA
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by Ken Friedson
Before 1976, William Ackerman, the
head of Windham Hill Records, was a
carpenter by trade. He played guitar as
a hobby. His friends were constantly
after him to make a record. But Will
wanted no part of the record business.
After much outside persistence, however,Will finally relented and asked his
friends to put up five dollars each so
that he could record an album for them.
Will investigated how to master an
album and then he recorded one. He
pressed 110 co_pies and gave them to his
friends and family. He called this album
In Search of the Turtles Novel. One of
his friends, an ex-music businessman
requested five extra copies. Will's
friend felt he could get some radio stations to play it, and he found a willing
radio station in Seattle which specalized
in independent recordings. After the
radio station played Will's record, a lot
of people called in wanting to know
who the artist was, and where they
could get the album.
When Will heard the stations playing
his album, he called the radio programmer, Jeff Heiman to thank him. Jeff
persuaded Will to press a few hundred
more copies to sell through the radio
stations. Response was great and Will
slowly was able to gain independent
distribution. Windham Hill Records
was in operation.
The original radio station that helped
to launch Windham Hill was bought
out. Jeff Heiman became unemployed.
He moved in with Will and his wife Ann
and promoted Windham Hill product
from their house. Will eventually
recorded an album by his cusin Alex
DeGrassi (also a guitarist). Windham
Hill's 12th release was George

Winston's Autumn album, the company's most poplar album to date.
Windham Hill never lost money on
its artists and they have never cut corners. The company markets its records
with beautiful packaging, outstanding
graphics and the best vinyl around.
They are known world-wide and are
distributed through A&M records.
Their second biggest market is Japan
who loves the company's graphics and
the music. Windham Hill's European
sales are ·building and they have even
·opened subsidiary companies.
Lost Lake Arts-a re-issue label.
This is not Windham Hill music, but
rather music with historical and musical
significance, Open Air - centers around
vocal material. They have the vocal
debut of Michael Hedges, known for
his solo guitar work on Windham Hill.
His new LP entitled "Watching My
Life Go By," is an excellent, folky
sounding album. Also on this label are
two artists from Canada, Jane Siberry
(a cross between Kate Bush, Suzzanne
Vega and Laurie Anderson) and the
acapella group The Nylons. Magenta
and Hip Pocket are straight ahead jazz
labels featuring such greats as Anthony
Braxton, Mark Egan, Don Grolnick
and Andy Narell.
Windham Hill Records is committed
to excellence and making good records.
Once you get hooked by one artist
you'U end up buying all their products.
Watch for new releases from Scott
Cossu, Mike Manring (a fretless bass
player), and the debut of Interior (a
gr.oup from Japan).
l want to thank Windpam Hill
Records for being so cooperative with
us. It is no surprise that they are enjoying the success that they have.
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SUMMER SESSION I
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May 19 to June 30
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3
3
3
4
3
3
3
3

COURSE

CAEDliS

Administrative Law
Comparative Law
Federal Courts
Federal Income Taxation
of Individuals
International Law
Legal Issues in
Public Education
Legislative Process

3
3
3

4
3
3
3

3
3
4
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by Dianne Pine

LP for CBS (They have an EP on now
Faulty Products). This time around the
The whole house is quiet except for a girls have taken their 60's sounds and
Entire contents© THE REPO/UER. All righlS of republication reserved.
transistor radio providing background refined them. Shimmering layers of
music- suddenly a squeal and 2 teens harmonies have the girls sounding more
run to the mirror, lip synch & play air like the Mamas & Papas then the Who
guitars to a Beatles tune. Several years but the songs are still strong & simple.
later the 2 are joined by 2 more in a
Manic Monday opens side 1. This
garage and play out those fav songs piece written by Christopher (aka
from childhood -Beatles songs - Stones Prince) is pure pop with majestic swells
songs Who songs -sounds like every with a chours which really stays in your
bunch of teenage boys right? Wrong. mind. The Lyrics and vocal phrasing
These are girls, 2 sisters Vicki & Debb are very Prince too! fRumor has it that
Peterson, Susanna Hoffs and Micheal Prince tried to hire Susanna Hoffa
(Michelle) Steele - collectively the away, to join his own band!]
In A Different Light is a fast up-beat
Bangles. The first time I saw the
Bangles, Spring 83, they held me in awe. love song, the type of 60's pop which
Their stage antics wee so powerful, their defines the band. Walking Down Your
harmonies so beautiful, the fun bounc- Street is more of the same with a
ed off the walls and their defiance of Motown feel to the rhthym. This song
trendiness fascinated me. While most was contributed by old friends Louis
all-girl bands at the time were emulating Guiterrez of the Three O'clock. Walk
New York
the new-wave of the go-go's, The Like An Egyptian my favorite song on
Audio Review Program
Bangles
were combining vintage mod this LP is very pop - very danceable
Authontalive lecture, at )'OUT fu,~er1.1p,
N.,.. )'OU can tab a complet~ bar
dresses, white plastic go-go boots, a nd a and has a slight psychadelic feel to the
revi•" course that meet, Li\e n1>1>d for
bit of hippie sloppiness. Vicki Peterson guitar.
poruibilit)· and convenitnce ,mhout
sscrificing quality. Mulustate and >le"
(lead guitar) was wearing ripped jeans a
Side 2 is much softer and slower. The
York preparation complete with practit,·
que,1ion r.-iew and analysis. =-:o n•ed
Who target t-shirt and a fringed suede girls sound more innocent then ever on
lo fight traffic or rearrange your busy
vest! During an interview with Debbi If She Knew What She Wants, a ve{)'
schedule. Our expert f•culty ..,i]J teach
you as ofl~n as you ~-ant~ where\·er imd
Peterson
(drums) and Susanna Hoffs melodic number with an almost 1963
whent\:er \'OU want
(guitar vocals), the girls told me that the girl-group quality. There the acoustic
July 1986 preparation will consist of
' lectures from the live NY course given
early Beatles and early Who were their solo effort by Michael Steele Following,
m Bo\ton during May and June of 19116.
biggest influences. The band also held a which is almost spoken, giving it a
Knowledge you can take
ranking place the L.A. "Paisley poetry reading effect. And Let It Go
with you: 1-800-343-9188
Underground'' scene - a group of bands which is 4 voices strong with some in(Rain Parade, The Three O'clock, credible harmonies.
Most songs are love songs. Not Like
Dream Syndicate) who were influenceby mid & late 60's bubblegum, mod and You accuses an unfaithful lover, while
Standing in the Hallway is a conpsychedelica.
Three years later The Bangles have templateful tune.
released "Different Light.,, Their 2nd
The one feature which stands out, as
on every Bangles record are the voices
of the girls themselves. All 4 members
FAST SERVICE OUR SPECIALTY
work amazingly together and solo. The
lyric sheet even denotes who is singing
BREAKFAST • LUNCH • DINNER
lead like an old Bealle album would.
Kindly take one of our Outgoing Order Menus
Anyone who ever closed their eyes and
that are placed around the Dining Area.
pretending to be a Beatie, or a Beach
Boy knows how powerful harmony can
■I~
. -be. So put on this album and harmonize
925-7188
away.
i"
!. >••·:.. 111111111\
Look for the CBS -O'Toole's giveCHOPS
SEAFOOD
away on page 3 .
•
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The Bangles will be appearing March
28 at the Beacon Theatre
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Thursday, April 10, 5:30 PM
STUDENT LOUNGE

47 WORTH STREET
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addition to what is due,
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' The Pieper seminar is now the "hot" bar review course in
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New York. Pieper organizes and summarizes the law you need
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makes the difference.

John Pieper will guide you through that difficult period,
l•aving nothing to chance. Does his personal approach work?

For more information contact

Don't take our word - ask our alumni.

your Pieper Representative or

Pieper New York-Multistate Bar Review, Ltd.
90 Willis Avenue, Mineola, New York 11501

telephone:
(516)

747-4311

(516) 747-4311
LIMITED ENROLLMENT
PIEPER REPS

New York- 1986
Dunn, George
H aas, Mona
H oeffner, T imQthy
Levine, Lori
Mahoney, Maureen

Manak, Joseph
Plitk.in, Jeffrey
Saurborn, Henry L.
Schweizer, Ricki
Smith, Colin

1987

Loughlin, Joseph
Meggett, Eric
Meyers, Roben
Sharaf, Adam

PIEPER NEW YORK-MULTISTATE
BAR REVIEW, LTD.
90 Willis Avenue, Mineola, New York 11501
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THE EVERLY BROTHERS/BORN THE CULT/"LOVE" Sire
YESTERDA Y, Mercury / Polygram What happens to punks when they learn
How many times have bands reunited,
time and time again only to come away
with an awful LP - almost to the point of
embarassment.
The Animals tried it, the Hollies even the
Young Rascals tried it - the magic
however, wasn't there.
While its true the Everly Brothers have
been back for a few years, they haven't
put anything worth wile together - up
until now I
When groups try to put together a solid
record - they look for great producer to
work with and great songs to record. The
EBS's got botb-Qn Born Yesterday.
Dare Edmunds production is terrific.
His influence is felt strongly on "Amanda Ruth", a rock-abilly type song that
kicks "ass". The songs on this LP are all
consistent. Some of the contributing
writers are Bob Dylan, Mark Knofflu,
L. Rasberry, B. Burrent.
One of the prettiest songs is the tittle
Cut-Penned by Don Everly. The Harmones of Phil & Don are as fresh as
when they first started together in 1956.
Whoever is responsible for putting these
incredible line-up together should be
commended. There is not one bad trick
on the album. I hope their next LP is as
equally exciting.
Fave Tracks - yu pick 'em!

to play their instruments and begin
' acknowledging the music of the late
60's? If your name is Ian Astbury you
might decide to change your bands name
from Southern Dealh Cult to The Cult
and change its style from
"Gothic/Death Rock" to almost
psychedelic:
The Cults first release in the US contains
some of the best' 'new psychedelic'' staff
to come across the Atlantic. Their style is
majestic and their sound swirls around
you, putting you in a trance. Ian
Astbury's voice rises, falls and envelopes
you in mystery, anger and anguish.
Listen to it, for something a little dif-

ferent.
Best cuts - She Sells Sanctuary, Rain.

D.P.
TITO PUENTE & HIS LATIN
ENSEMBLE/MAMBO DIABLO,
Concord Picante
If you were to look up "cool" in the dictionary, "Mambo Diablo" would undoubtedly be one of the definitions. If
you're not familiar with the Latin Jazz
of Tito Puente, then its about time you
did sol He is a master at the vibes, timbales & percussion. On this album bis
talents as an arranger shine through.
Tito's LP ''COOKS''-1 was dancing all
over my living room -this made for quite
an interesting evening for my downstairs
neighbors. Tito does some great jazz

K.F.
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Class of 1986 & 1987
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1. To assist
you with your

final exams.
THE FRED HIRSCH'
TRIO/HORIZONS, Concord Records

Videotape Class Schedule

The Peoples Music Press from Peking,
China once quoted, "The rhythm of
Jazz is against the normal psychological
needs of man". The man who quoted
that, obviously had too much MSG in
bis brains and never beard this album.
Remember this: jazz compliments the
normal psychological needs of man.
Nothing typifies jazz better than a tight
trio consisting of piano, bass and drums.
This is exactly what you get here. Fred
Hirsch, a New York based piano player,
recorded this album out of his own
reco.rding studio, Classic Sound in Soho.
The result~ are fantastic. Jazz is a tough
market because of the many talented
players and the little exposure they
receive. This album deserves alot of attention. Fred Hirsch has the finesse of
Bill Evans and the drive of Ahmad
Jamal. He bas put together a great blend
of songs by such greats as Ellington,
Strayhorn, Wayne Shorter, Rodgers and
Hammerstein, and Herbie Hancock, not
to mention a couple of originals. The
tune "Miyako" is gorgeous. The last
time I enjoyed a trio LP this much was
Bill Evans "You Must Believe in
Spring", one of my all time favorites.
Fred Hirsch gets filed right next to it.
Concord Records puts out some fine jazz
albums that you should be aware of.
Space doesn't permit me to review all of
them, but check out Larry Coryell/
Emily Remler "Together" Monty Alexander Trio "Full Steam Ahead" and
Laurindo Almeida and Charlie Byrd

Monday, March 31
Tuesday, April 1
Wednesday, April 2
Thursday, April 3
Friday, April 4
Monday, April 7
Tuesday, April 8
Wednesday, April 9
Thursday, April 1O
Friday, April 11
Monday, April 14
Tuesday, April 15
Wednesday, April 16
Thursday, April 17
Friday, April 18

"Tango".
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classics such as Paul Desmond's" TAKE
FIVE", Billy Strayhorn's "Lush Life"
and Lullaby of Bird/and", where he is
joined by the talented George Shearing.
I've long been a fan of Latin Jazz,
especially Tito Puente. This man gets
better & better all the time. His two
original compositions Mambo Diab/o &
China (pronounced Cbee-na ·in the
Latino style, a womans name) are
monsters. If you like a real "up" & swinging jazz album with a great percussive
feel, these guys are for you. Once you
own this record, you can consider
yourself "hip".
Favorite Tracks - Mambo Diablo, Take
Five & Lullaby of Bird/and.

Date:

2. To enable you to get a

head start on your bar exam
preparation

9:30 a.m.-1:00 p.m.
Contracts/Sales, Part I
Contracts/Sales, Part II
Contracts/Sales, Part Ill
Real Property, Part I
Real Property, P9rt II
Evidence, Part I
Evidence, Part II
Constitutional Law, Part I
Constitutional Law, Part II
Torts, Part I
Torts, Part II
Criminal Law
Criminal Procedure
Commercial Paper
Corporations

1:30 p.m.-5:00 p.m.
Torts, Part I
Torts, Part II
Criminal Law
Criminal Procedure
Evidence, Part I
Evidence, Part II
Contracts/Sales, Part I
Contracts/Sales, Part II
Contracts/Sales, Part Ill
Commercial Paper
Constitutional Law, Part I
Constitutional Law, Part II
Real Property, Part I
Real Property, Part II
Corporations

TO ATTEND:

BAR/BRI enrollees may attend up to four lectures
with no additional payment. BAR/BRI enrollees wishing to attend more than four lectures must deposit an
additional $100 towards their Bar Review tuition. Students not enrolled in a BAR/BRI Review course may
attend any two lectures at no charge. Note that where
subjects are reviewed by two lectures, a student should
attend both lectures for full coverage of the subject. All
students must call in advance to reserve a space,
and present a law school or other ID for
admittance.

LOCATION:

At the BAR/BRI office, 415 Seventh Avenue, Suite 62
(33rd Street and 7th Avenue).

nl:"\CJnr4a..l'•

415 Seventh Avenue, Suite 62 • New York, N.Y. 10001
(212) 594-3696 • (201) 623-3363
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by Kenny Friedson
Close the law books, put away those
outlines, cancel the trip to Bermuda and
go see Personals immediately.
If your looking for a show that will
keep you laughing from the minute you
walk in till the minute you leave, then
this play is for you. The cast is made up
of six wonderful actors who play different characters in little skits, all evolving around relationships and searching
for the perfect mate.
. The actors are recognized performers
of theatre, television and motion pictures. Jason Alexander is a riot,

guaranteed to crack you up. Laura Dean
played the character Lisa Monroe in the
movie Fame, and she is adorable in Personals. Dee Hoty who has appeared on

St. Elsewhere, The Equalizer, Its Your
Move, Capitol and The Guiding Light is
hysterically funny. Troy Wilson who
played the colonel in A Soldiers Story
gives a solid performance in Personals.
Nancy Opel who recently did Sunday In
The Park with George, is wonderful.
Jeff Keller) who also did Sunday In The
Park with George, not to mention Fiddler On The Roof (with Zero Mostel),

Is Your Smile Worthwhlle?
In your profession appearances are crucial. - That's why a
winning smile can give you a competitive edge.
I'm happy to announce the opening of my new office at

Nancy Opel and Jeff Keller

85 4th Ave., Suite 2J
between 10th & 11th St.
473·2677

Candidate, The Roast, The 1940's Radio
Hour, On The Twentieth Century and
others, is an outstanding actor! It is just
a matter of time before his name is a
household word.
The music in this play is wonderful.
The songs will make you laugh and make
you cry. I can't remember the last play
I've seen, and two weeks later I am still
humming the tunes. You really get the
feeling this cast loves what they're doing.

I'm having an opening special:
Examination - Diagnostic X-Rays - Cleaning
Regutarly $120 for only $60
Please call for appointment.

BRAD E. SHWIDOCK D.M.D.
'

.

A T T ·E

N

Most recently the N.Y. Post released
the ten hottest plays of 1986. Nine
broadway plays and one off broadway
play named Personals. When you come
across a diamond in the rough, you want
to tell everyone-Personals is a gem.
Personals is presently at the MiQnetta Lane Theatre (212)420-8000 Paul
Laturus, director; D.J. Giagni,
choreographer.
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CLASS OF 1986, 1987, 1988, & 1989

SAVE
.OFF THE 1986 TUITION WHEN YOU
REGISTER FOR BAR /BRl'S
NEW YORK, NEW JERSE~

MASSACHUSETTS, CONNECTICUT,
MAINE, NEW HAMPSHIRE, OR
VERMONT BAR REVIEW.
CLASS OF 1986
SfATE

1986-

RF.GUl.AR TUITION
NEW YORK

$875

NEW JERSEY

$675

MASS., CONN~
MAINE, VT., N.H.

$775

SPRING SEMESTER
DISCOUNT

$100

YOU PAY
ONLY

SfATE

$715

NEW YORK

$875

$575

NEW JERSEY

$675

$675

MASS., CONN..
VT. MAINE, N.H.

$775

A •so DEPOSIT IN NEW YORK
NEW JERSEY OR ANY NEW ENGLAND STATE
RESERVES THIS PRICE.
401 SEVENTH AVENUE SUITE 62
NEW YORK. NEW YORK 10001
(212) 59,4-36116; (201) ~
(51e) 542-1030 (914) 684-0807

160 COMMONWEALTH AVENUE
BOSTON. MASSACHUSETTS 02116
(617) 437-1171

1987, '88 & '89

REGULAR Tl!ITION

CLASS OF
1987, 1988, & 1989
SPRING SEMESTER
DISCOUNT

YOU PAY
ONLY

$700

$175

$500
11

$600

II
II

Ir

REMEMBER:
THE LAST DAY TO SA VE
OFF THE PRICE IS
APRIL8
@)1986 BAR BRI
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Start with a Solid Foundation ...

Blueprint f D r ·

s .u C C e s s

THE JOSEPHSON/KLUWER
FLEX COURSE'"

The most educationally
advanced.Bar Review Course
ever developed offers you
the most comprehensive

course in the state or the
shortest and most concise.
Contact your
Josephson/ Kluwer
campus representative.

Josephson/ Kluwer
Eastern Regional Office
10 East 21st St., Suites 1206-7
New York. NY 10010 .
(212) 505-2060
Outside NY (800) 253-3456

NY 1·85

